
WEEKLY MEDIA REVIEW (NO.15/93)

1.   Current Biotechnological activity in Hong Kong
          The Japanese Magazine Nikkei Biotechnology interviewed Prof
          S.D. Kung on the topic.  The interview was published in their
          March issue.

2.   "Computer pen pal"
          The East Weekly (25/3) carried an article describing a new
          trend of computer pen friendship prevailing in both HKUST and HKU.
          Any student who manages to login the Ultrix system can "talk"
          with another student over the computer, sometimes even for hours.

3.   The Accounting course in HKUST
          Wah Kiu Yat Po interviewed Prof Danny Wong about the Accounting
          course in HKUST.  An article on the interview was published on 25
          March in its Young Supplement.

4.   HKUST Student Union up-and-running
          The Young Post of SCMP carried a feature article (6/4)about the
          newly formed Student Union of HKUST.  It has interviewed the
          new president Mr Lin King-sing, and Student Affairs Officer, Mr
          Lee Siu-ming.  The reporter observed that only eight out of
          12 posts of the new Union were filled.  Mr S.M. Lee said, "We
          are creating history from nothing; it requires a lot of effort
          and diligence."

5.   Beach Club Activity--to collect samples of polluted water
          Ming Pao Daily News published a one-fifth page photo feature
          article (3/4) about our Beach Club activity of collecting samples
          of polluted water in a stream near Tai Po Tsai Village.  The
          stream flows into the Pak Shui Wan beach near our campus and is
          believed to be a source of main pollutants to the beach.  The
          article also carried the result of the investigation and found
          that the stream is seriously polluted.

6.   Seminar on Qualitative research methods, computers and NUDIST
          The Wen Wei Po (27/3) carried our press release on the public
          seminar "Qualitative research methods, computers and NUDIST",
          organised by ETC and the Division of Social Science.

7.   Dr Y.S. Wong appointed as Associate Director of Research Centre
          Ta Kung Pao (30/3), Wen Wei Po (31/3)  and HK Commercial Daily
          (6/4) carried our press release about the appointment of Dr
          Y.S. Wong as Associate Director of HKUST's Research Centre.

8.   "Imaging presents a window on the future"
          SCMP (30/3) published an article written by Dr Grace Au,
          lecturer in our Department of Business Information Systems.
          The article observed that the potential impact of imaging on
          modern office information systems is extensive.  It said that
          imaging, like the invention of database, represents another era
          in the revolution of computer-based information systems.

9.   Tertiary Institutions in HK will introduce Credit system
          Five Chinese newspapers (1/4) reported that the Credit based
          system will be introduced into all the tertiary institutions in
          HK.  The reports observed that HKUST, Baptist College and Ling



          Nan College are three institutions under UPGC that have worked
          with the Credit-based system.

10.  MBA course in HKUST
          The Oriental Daily News (1/4) carried a feature column
          introducing the course structure and content of our full time
          and part time MBA programmes, and their qualification
          requirements for admission.

11.  New Building of HK Industrial Science and Technology Centre
          The HK Commercial Daily (31/3) reported that the new building
          of the Hong Kong Industrial Science and Technology Centre will be

          available for rent by June, 1994.  The report mentions that
          HKUST is one of the organisations that tenant companies of the
          new building can access for business information, hi-tech
          information, and information technology through the computer
          network.

12.  Clash of exams and student activities
          A student wrote for a column in the campus page of Ming Pao
          Daily News (7/4) about student activities in UST.  It said that
          students tried to arrange their activities not to clash with
          exams and tests.  It mentioned that frequent exams and tests are
          the order of the day in HKUST.

13.  UST is not the only model by Prof K.C. Lye not used in HK
          The New Evening Post (6/4) interviewed Prof K.C. Lye, the winner
          of the first prize in HKUST's Campus Design Competition.  Prof Lye
          said that the UST model is not the only winning model not to be
          used by the organiser of a competition; his winning design of the
          new Western Market was also not used by the "user" of the
          competition.  These two incidents led to his frustration in
          local design competition.  From now on he will only participate
          in international competitions.

14.  Visit of staff of Sing Tao Evening Post to UST campus
          The staff of the accounting department of Sing Tao Evening Post
          visited our campus.  The newspaper (4/4) carried a picture of
          the group photographed in front of the sundial.

Note:
This review is mainly based on newspaper clippings on UST received within
the week.  Enquiries and suggestions can be made to office of Public Affairs
(ext. 6305 or ext. 6306).  A set of the clippings is available in the
Reference Section of the Library (where items may be photocopied if
desired).  This review is for information only. All information recorded
here is as reported in the original articles. Names and terms are translated
from the Chinese as best we are able when official translations
are not immediately available.


